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SUMMARY OF
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE MANAGEMENT AT LOCAL COOPERATIVES: A
REVIEW OF ACTUAL PRACTICES AND STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVEMENT
Brian H. Schmiesing and Julie A. Bleyhl
1.

A credit policy should reflect the cooperative's basic philosophy of
credit and how credit relates to organizational goals . The credit
policy should define the credit relationship for management, employees,
member-patrons, and board of directors (pages 2-4).

2.

Eighty-two percent of the cooperatives had a written credit policy
but the written credit policies received by the researchers varied
widely in tenns of quality and detail (pages 5-7).

3.

Sixty-eight percent of the cooperatives deviated from their written
credit policy. The most frequent reasons given were implementation of
a new credit policy, agreement with creditor, and special treatment of
larger customers. If a cooperative is having difficulties maintaining
its market share, the problem should not be buried in a poorly administered credit policy (page 8).

4.

Only 52 percent of the cooperatives required credit applications of a
new credit customer. However, the majority of those cooperatives
requiring credit applications did establish credit limits, required a
completed application before extending credit and did complete the
credit evaluation before extending credit (pages 9-10).

5.

A major problem area appears to be in credit evaluation. Only six of
74 cooperatives had a fonnal credit evaluation fonn. If regional
cooperatives and educators are going to reco1TB11end the collection of
infonnation, they must provide training on how to use the infonnation
(page 8).

6.

The timing of credit procedures varied significantly among the cooperatives surveyed. Cash on delivery was within 60 days of sale for the
majority of the cooperatives. Collection agencies were used within
180 days and fann visits within 90 days by the majority of the cooperatives. The majority wrote off their bad debts in 365 days of sale
(page 11-13) .

7.

Cash discounts were used by 69 percent of the cooperatives. The most
frequently appearing discount was 2 percent. Cooperatives using higher
discounts may want to evaluate their current discount strategy
(pages 14-16) .

8.

The majority of the cooperatives did their billing between the first
and tenth of the month. Cooperatives may want to examine their billing
dates to improve cash flow and its relationship to credit terms
(pages 17-19).

9.

Sixty-nine percent of local cooperatives were using an on-line computer
service or had a computer on location. A very wide range of computer
hardware is being used by local cooperatives . Cooperatives not having

. ·,

a computerized system may want tb examine the advantages and disadvantages of such systems.

..

10 .

Eighty-two percent of the boards of directors are reviewing the aging
of the accounts receivable on a monthly basis . Of those boards of
directors reviewing the accounts receivable, a wide range existed in
the amount of detail provided (pages 20-21) .

11 .

Twelve cooperatives or sixteen percent of the survey cooperatives had
boards involved in the collection of accounts. This practice has
considerable potential for disrupting a cooperatives credit program
and should be avoided if at all possible. Collections are management 1 s
job (pages 22-23).

12.

Board members were allowed to have credit accounts in 90 percent of the
cooperatives. The majority of the cooperatives did not require credit
applications of board members (pages 22-23).

13.

Eight cooperatives did not let employees have a credit account, but a
lack of credit evaluation of employees was evident in a number of
cooperatives. Sixty-four percent of the surveyed cooperatives indicated
that they had had an employee become overdue on their credit account
during the past three years. Cooperatives should have a concise and
clear credit policy concerning employees (pages 24-25) .
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ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE MANAGEMENT AT LOCAL COOPERATIVES: A
REVIEW OF ACTUAL PRACTICES AND STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVEMENT
Brian H. Schmiesing and Julie A. Bleyhl~
Accounts receivable represent a major operating expense for local coopera tives. For example, the average local Minnesota cooperative affiliated with a
major regional cooperative in 1983 had 35 percent of their total current assets
being accounts receivable and credit costs associated with accounts receivable
represented 2.5 percent of the credit sales revenue. In contrast, local net
savings were only 1.2 percent of sales. Effective accounts receivable managemen t
is particularly important in a period of financial stress in agriculture, high
interest rates on borrowed capital and narrow local cooperative margins.
This paper will review the actual accounts receivable management practices
of local cooperatives in southwest Minnesota, eastern South Dakota and northwest
Iowa in 1983. These practices will be reviewed relative to standard industry
recommendations concerning accounts receivable management strategies. The paper
will also provide ideas and suggestions that local cooperatives may consider in
their efforts to implement successful accounts receivable management programs.
Background of Survey Used in the Study
The local cooperative survey was conducted in early November 1982. Local
cooperative managers within a 100 mile radius of Marshall, Minnesota received
questionnaires. During the first week in December a second questionnaire was
sent to managers who had not responded to the survey. This represented a 30%
response rate for the survey. Along with the questionnaire , the managers were
requested to return a copy of the cooperative's credit policy and their 1982
annual statement.
What Is a Good Credit Policy?
A credit policy should be more than the tenns of credit between the cooperative and its member-patrons. Rather the cooperative's credit policy should
communicate to the member-patrons, employees, management and board of directors,
the cooperative's philosophy and objectives concerning convenience credit at
the local cooperative. A credit policy approved by the board of directors
provides an effective control mechanism in the accounts receivable management
programs of local cooperatives. What are the characteristics of a good credit
policy?

~Dr. Schmiesing is an Assistant Professor of Grain Marketing and Agribusines s
Management at South Dakota State University. Ms. Julie Bleyhl is a legislative
representative for the Minnesota Fanner's Union. Dr. Schmiesing was an Assistant
Professor of Cooperatives and Agribusiness Management and Ms. Bleyhl was an undergraduate agribusiness major at Southwest State University, when the project began.
Grant funding was provided by a faculty/student research grant by the Bush Foundation and the Cooperative Program at Southwest State University. The authors
would like to thank all the organizations that have supported the research effort .

-2Credit policies are primarily statements of intent or promises about the
cooperative's philosophy concerning the vital issues associated with convenience
credit at the cooperative. A central feature of good poHcy is that it i:s a
promise not a threat.
The only creditable threat is a promise.
Policies approved should be policies that the board of directors are willing
to enforce.
11
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A credit policy does not have to be a long and detailed document.
basic characteristics of a good credit policy include the following:
A.

B.

c.
D.
E.

The
The
The
The
The

policy
policy
policy
policy
policy
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The

is in writing .
is broadly stated.
is long run and long term.
is not to be violated.
should be adopted; by the board of directors.

Figure l contains an example of a credit policy that addresses many of the
vital issues associated with convenience credit at a local cooperative.
Although the policy is only one page long, the policy provides a clear message
to management concerning the board of director ' s expectations about the credit
program to be implemented at the local cooperative . In the same manner, the
board has an explicit definition of its role and philosophy .
A credit policy should address the role of credit relative to the cooperative 1s organizational objectives and the basic philosophy of credit concerning
member-patrons, board members, management and employees. For example, the
sample credit policy clearly indicates that the extension of credit should not
adversely affect the· net savings or net worth of the cooperative. Also, the
cooperative will not be a long term lender for a member-patron and credit will
be used to maintain the cooperative 1s market share. These statements give
definite indications of how credit relates to the cooperative 1s objectives.
Local cooperatives have four basic groups that become involved with the
cooperative's convenience credit: member-patrons, management, employees, and
boards of directors. The credit policy should define the cooperative's philosophy of credit for its relationship with each of the groups involved with the
cooperative. In the sample credit policy the board has indicated to management
that overdue accounts of employees will not be tolerated and will be used as a
bas i s for firing (dismissal) .
The reader will note that specific details are kept to the minimum in the
credit policy. The policy does not indicate what specific financial information
the board wants at its monthly meeting. Also, the credit policy does not indicate specific methods for the determination of the profitability of a specific
credit sale. Management has the responsibilities for the design and implementation of a specific credit program to accomplish goals of the credit policy.
By avoiding excessive detail, the board of directors and management can establish a credit policy that provides a long term guide to the credit program.
A credit policy should not require constant revision. Another advantage of
such a policy is that new management can readily identify what the board
desires in the cooperative's credit program.
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Figure 1:

A Sample Credit Policy for a Loc.al Cooperative

1.

The extension of credit will be provided as service to cooperative members.
The availability of credit is a priviledge, not a membership right.

2.

The cooperative's credit policy will enable the cooperative to maintain
or expand its market share within its trade area.

3.

Each month the general manager will supply timely information on the
credit accounts and plans to the board of directors.

4.

The credit policies will be applied to all members to insure equitable
treatment of members.

5.

All credit accounts held by management and employees will be current.
Abuse of the credit priviledge by management or employees will result
in d'ismis.s:al.

6.

Permanent financing of members through extended credit terms shall not
be undertaken. The cooperative will assist members in their efforts to
obtain such permanent financing.

7.

The extension of credit will be based on product profitability relative
to the risk of the sale.

8.

Bad debt losses and the extension of credit will be maintained at a
level equitable to all members.

9.

Management will establish procedures for the evaluation and collection
of credit accounts consistent_with the protection of the cooperative' s
net savings and net worth .

10.

Member contacts concerning credit will be timely, firm, tactful and
consistent with the credit policy.

11.

Management will present a credit program to the board of directors for
approval.

12.

Cooperative members will be informed of the credit policy and credit terms
of the cooperative.

-4How Does a Credit Policy Relate to a Credit Program?
A credit program should explain the specific activities that cooperative
employees will undertake to achieve the credit policy's objectives. This
credit program should be approved by the board of directors and should be more
specific than the credit policy. Presented in Figure 2 are the basic components
of a credit program and its relationship to the credit policy (4,5).
A flow chart of specific actions is a good method for summarizing the actions
to be taken and the timelines in the credit collection process. The flow chart
indicates that credit applications and their evaluation come before the actual
credit sale. Specific timelines are indicated for specific components. More
detail should be contained in tne credit program components, For management of
delinquent accounts, timelines could be established for when the first on-farm
visit would occur or. when the account would be turned over to a collection agency.
A cooperative 1 s credit program must be designed to meet the specific conditions of the local cooperative and the economic conditions in its specific markets.
If a cooperative has a very small percentage of their total assets being net
worth, the cooperative will want an aggressive credit program to minimize the
amount of time funds are loaned to producers and the risk contained in its
accounts. A financially strong cooperative has the ability to absorb more risk
and may be able to justify a more liberal credit policy. Also, credit programs
must adapt to changing economic conditions. A liberal credit policy may be
more feasible during profitable periods in agriculture than in unprofitable
periods. For corperations to have an effective credit program they must anticipate changes that will affect their credit program's effectiveness.
A major point to remember is that credit programs have a major impact on
a broad range of business areas within the cooperative (see Figure 3). Problems
in credit collection may be symptoms of problems in other areas of the business.
Poor billing procedures, overselling of products, lack of quality control in
products sold, lack of an employee orientation program and lack of member
corrrnunications are just a few examples of problem areas. Changing the credit
terms will not solve the problem if the poor performance of the credit program
is caused by other problems within the cooperative. Before changing credit
terms the board of directors and management must closely evaluate the key
performance areas that may adversely affect the credit program.
Let us examine the results of the cooperative survey concerning the credit
policies and credit terms of the local cooperatives. The following discussion
will first di scuss the timing of credit program activities in a manner similar
to the flow chart presented in Figure 3. First we will examine the existence
of credit po li cies in local cooperatives.
Existence of Credit Policies at Local Cooperatives
The survey found that the majority of the managers indicated that their
local cooperative had a written credit policy (see Table 1). The managers
were requested to supply a copy of the credit policy if they had written
policies. The diversity in the quality and detail of the written credit
policies were extremely wide, ranging from a simple statement of the credit

..

Figure 2:

Relationship Between Credit Policy and Credit Program
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Figure 3:

Accounts Receivable Management Should Not Be An Issue
Separate From Other Functional Areas In The Business.
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Table 1: The Number of Local Cooperatives Having a Written Credit Policy
and the Use of the Credit Application in the Credit Program .
.Description
r .

1.

Percentage of Total

DID THE COOPERATIVE HAVE A WRITTEN CREDIT POLICY?
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

Number of Cooperatives.

Yes
No
Missing Data
Total

61
10
3

74

82%
14%
4%
100%

DID THE COOPERATIVE DEVIATE FROM THEIR CREDIT POLICY?
a. Yes
50
b. No
18
c. Missing Data1 or Not Applicable 6
d. Total

74

68%
25%
7%
100%

-8-

terms to a fairly detailed description of the philosophy concerning the
availability of credit to members, credit terms and a description of the
collection procedures used by the cooperative. Appendix I contains a sample
member-patrons credit policy statement. Hopefully, the example can provide
the reader an idea of how such customer credit policy can be used as a communication tool to a member-patron. These customer credit policies are not the
same as the broader credit policy that should be approved by the board of
directors.
Cooperatives Do Deviate from Their Policies
Although the majority had a written credit policy, sixty-eight percent
indicated that they had deviated from their credit policy. The most frequent
reasons given for deviating from the credit policy were the need to train members
concerning new credit terms, a good customer overlooks a bill and forgets to
pay, special treatment to large customers, an agreement with a creditor or need
to retain business. Management and the board of directors must be careful that
the deviations do not become an informal policy. Member-patrons will use the
cooperative's capital if they find this to be possible (see Table 1).
In the area of deviations of policies, the special treatment of large
producers is particularly dangerous. Large credit accounts have the greatest
potential to do serious damage to a local cooperative if the customer should
default . Preferential treatment which becomes public information may cause
considerable damage in member relations not only among smaller member-patrons
but also among larger patrons, who did not receive the treatment. If the
cooperative offers a cash discount for early payment, an efficient farm manager
will take advantage of such discounts. A manager must know the costs of carrying
the account. The implicit price concessions may actually make the sale unprofitable.
If the cooperative is having difficulties retaining its larger customers
or has other competitive problems, this issue must be addressed and not buried
within a poor credit program. Pricing strategies and other marketing strategies
should be evaluated. Deviations from policies only insure abuse and increased
risk exposure to bad debt losses.
A major method for controlling the risk exposure is to evaluate the quality
of credit represented by an account. This is the use of a credit application
for convenience credit at the cooperative and the analysis of the information
contained on such an application form.
Use of Credit Applications for New Customers
Although credit applications are widely recorrmended, only 52 percent of
the cooperatives surveyed required credit applications from new credit customers.
A critical aspect of credit management is the evaluation of credit risk. If a
cooperative does not have information on its customers, how can the cooperative
properly evaluate the credit risk associated with a new account?
However, those cooperatives having credit applications do appear to be
using the credit information in their determination of the amount of credit
extended to a customer. Seventy-nine percent of the cooperatives using credit

.'
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applications for new customers used the credit application to determine the
maximum amount of credit they would extend to the new customer. The same
percentage of those cooperatives also indicated that they did not allow customers to charge on their credit account until they had completed the credit
review (see Table 2).
A major question is why cooperatives do not use credit applications more
extensively. A partial answer to this questi on lies in the response the
researchers received concerning an inquiry into whether the local cooperatives
were using credit grading forms to evaluate their customers. Only six of the
74 cooperatives had a formal form for evaluating their customers. If cooperative management lacks training on credit evaluation and credit information,
their perception concerning the limited value of credit applications may be
justified. If regional cooperatives and educators are going to advocate collection of information they have the responsibility to educate local cooperatives
on the effective use of the information.
Hidden Value of Credit Applications and Credit Evaluation Forms
Credit applications and credit evaluation forms have the potential for
becoming a very powerful management tool . The reason is the increasing availability of micro and minicomputers at local cooperatives. The availability of
computers will enable local cooperatives to do more indepth analysis of their
customer base. Maintaining up-to-date credit information on customers may
provide valuable information on their customer base and marketing efforts. Is
the member-patron's business growing faster than his business with your
cooperative? · Are your member-patrons changing the mix of commodities they
are growing? What is the financial condition of member-patrons? All of these
factors impact on how a cooperative should market its products and se~vices to its
member-patrons.
In Appendix II are sample credit applications and on Table 3 an evaluation
form. Collection agencies and regional cooperatives can provide local cooperative assistance in the development of credit program and samples of additional
forms to use .
Given the lack of use of credit evaluation forms let us look more in detail
at the credit evaluation. The weightings of the evaluation can be established
by the cooperative's credit manager. The four C s of credit should be
contained in the evaluation. Does the farm have sufficient capital for its
operation and does the farm have the liquidity to pay its accounts? Does the
farmer have a reputation for being honest and paying his/her bills? What is
the outlook in the farmer's industry and what is the expected return on investment?
Does the farmer have the management, reserve capltal and earnings potential to
weather adverse conditions? The weighting scheme should be based on what
management feels to be most important. A farm supply business is different
from a long-term lender. The ability to meet short term obligations is the
primary concern of the farm supply business, i . e. liquidity and available
security. A long-term lender must take a longer term viewpoint of the operation.
11

1

11
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Table 2:

The Number of Cooperatives Requiring a Credit Application
From New Credit Customers and the Use of the Credit Application in the Credit Program.

Description
1.

Percentage of Total

WERE CREDIT APPLICATIONS REQUIRED BY THE COOPERATIVE FOR NEW CREDIT
CUSTOMERS?
39
a. Yes
52%
·42%
b. No
31
c. Missing Data
4
6%
74
d. Total
100%
A.

DID THE COOPERATIVE ESTABLISH CREDIT LIMITS AT RJFFERENT LEVELS
FOR CUSTOMERS BASED ON THEIR CREDIT WORTHINESS?a. Yes
31
79%
b. No
7
18%
c. Missing Data
1
3%
d. Total
39
100%

B.

~i~E~~iN~o~~~R~~~~iT~!_9UIRE A COMPLETED CREDIT APPLICATION BEFORE

a.
b.

c.
d.
C.

2.

Number of Cooperatives

Yes
No
Missing Data
Total

31
6

79%
16%

2

5%

39

l 00%

DID THE COOPERATIVE COMPLETE A CREDIT EVALUATION BEFORE EXTENDING
ANY CREDIT?.Y
a. Yes
31
79%
b. No
6
16%
c. Missing Data
2
5%
d. Total
39
100%

DID THE COOPERATIVE USE A GRADING
CUSTOMER?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Missing Data
or Not Applicable
d. Total

FORM TO EVALUATE THE CREDIT
6
64

8%
87%

4

5%

74

100%

~/These were the responses only for those cooperatives that required credit
applications for new credit customers.
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Table 3:

A Sample Credit Evaluation Form or Risk Analysis Chart

Description of Credit Factor

Best Good Average Poor Bad

CAPITAL:
1.

Current Ratio

5

4

3

2

1

2.

Current Assets - Inventories
Current Liabilities

5

4

3

2

3.

Total Debt to Total Asset Ratio

5

4

3

2

Reputation of Firm in Business
Dea 1ings

5

4

3

2

1

Past Payment Record

5

4

3

2

1

CHARACTER:
4.
5.

CONDITION:
6.

Anticipated Return on Investment

5

4

3

2

7.

Industry Outlook of Producer's
Primary Business

5

4

3

2

l

1

CAPACITY:
8.

Experience and Quality of Management

5

4

3

2

9.

Financial Trends (3 Years)

5

4

3

2

10.

Security or Line of Credit Available

5

4

3

2

Total Score
Corrunents:

=

+

+

+

+
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Four basic advantages in using credit evalution forms are the following:
1.

The manager must evaluate the member-patron based on a
systematic method .

2.

The manager has a record of his credit evaluations, which
he/she can use to improve his/her evaluations of credit decisions .

3.

When the manager updates the credit application for the
cooperative's accounts, the manager will be familiar with the
actual situation of the account not a historical perception.

4.

If the computer system allows the linkage, management can link
the credit ratings to the aging of accounts receivable . The
management then has the ability to judge the potential risks
and the ability to collect the accounts receivable.

The major reason for up-dating credit evaluations and credit information
is to insure management knows their customer's credit conditions. Past
history is not enough. The classic example is the farmer, who is helping his
son to start farming. The older farmer has always been a solid account, but
the son expands his operation with too much debt. Suddenly the son's operation
is in major difficulty and the lender wants his money. The father co-signed
the note so his operation also is now in trouble. Basing a credit decision
on only past information is risky, drastic changes in the financial health of
a farmer can happen rapidly.
Why the Need for More Analysis
Agribusiness margins have narrowed. A much larger volume of sales is
required to offset bad debt losses or other costs associated with poor credit
accounts. This need for larger volume of sales is at the very time when
aa ~ es are stagnating or actually decreasing.
The need for credit evaluation before the sale is essential. The trite
saying that a sale is not a sale until the money is collected" is all too true.
What about the collection processes used by cooperatives in the survey?
11

Collection Procedures
After · a credit sale, a cooperative within its credit program has a
number of options to obtain payment on overdue credit accounts. The initial
step is prohibit any more credit sales to the customer or putting the customer
on a cash on delivery basis . The credit program must pay particular attention
to timeliness, insistence, persistence and communication. To measure the level
of these factors at local cooperatives, the survey inquired into when cooperatives undertook specific credit program activities.
Because slow collections require the cooperative to borrow more money and
greater bad debt losses can be expected, the lack of a timely credit program
can adversely affect earnings. The majority of cooperatives place member-patrons
on cash on delivery basis within 60 days of the sale if the account is overdue.
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This type of action insures the cooperative limits its losses (see Table 4).
Cooperatives instituting cash on delivery requirement more than 60 days after
the sale may want to examine this aspect of their credit program. For example ,
The Fertilizer Institute's Agribusiness Credit Managers Handbook recommends
that the customer be put on cash on delivery within a specific time period of
when the account becomes overdue (3, pp . 8).
Another collection acti on is a fann visit by a cooperative representative.
Eight-five percent of the cooperatives used this in their collection activit i es .
The majority did this within 90 days of the sale. Such a collection activity
must consider the current size, the potential growth and financial risk of the
account. A fann visit may be justified for a $28,000 fertilizer bill but not
a $100 fuel oil bill. The bottom line is that collection procedures must make
economic sense. Based on your credit evaluation, you know the risk of the
account and the need for quick action should not be discounted.
Eighty-one percent or 60 of the cooperatives used collection agencies in
their collection process. When did this third party enter into the collection
process? Less agreement was apparent among the cooperatives on when collection
agencies should enter into the collection process. However, the majority did
have a credit agency become involved within 180 days of the sale. The older
the overdue account, the less money collected per dollar of sales. If a debt
is past due by 6 months the average collection is 67 cents per $1.00, while if
a debt is overdue for a year only 45 cents is collected (3, p. 39). Swift
action by a number of cooperatives was indicated with 42 percent using a credit
agency wi.thi.n 120 days.
The use of a credit agency must in part be based on the success of
in-house collection activities. Evaluations must be made on which is the
most profitab.le once the account becomes overdue.
The final activity is the writing-off of bad debt losses. The most
prevalent was to write off the debts within one year. Writing-off bad debts
in two years results i:n the cooperative overstating its assets and earnings.
This practice gives a false impression of the availability of earnings and
financial strength of the balance sheet. If the cooperative is highly leveraged, this type of error may have serious implications if it results in the
board of directors and management not taking appropriate action.
This problem is even more serious if the accounting system includes the
finance charges as part of earnings for the cooperative. If no one is going
to co 11 ect the outs.tanding pri nci pa 1 , it is unreasonable to expect the cot 1ecti on
of the interest charges. A recent case existed in a local cooperative, where thi s
type of error resulted in an overestimation of earnings by tens of thousands of
dollars.
Methods for Encouraging Member-Patrons to Pay
One of the principal methods for encouraging members to pay early is the
use of cash discounts. The impact of a properly designed cash discount is to
increase the priority of paying the local cooperative before other outstanding
debts. The cash discount period, the net due date, the financial charge, cash
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Table 4:

The Number of Days after the Sale that Is Required Before
Specified Credit Program Actions are Undertaken

Cash on
Number
Delivery
of
Days for Purchases

Collection
Agency
Used to Collect

Number Percent Number Percent

Farm Visit
Done by the
Cooperative
Number Percent

When Bad Debts Are
Written Off by the
Cooperative
Number Percent

12
1
1
0
0
0
5
1

0%
3%
19%
19%
1%
16%
1%
1%
0%
0%
0%
7%
1%

3
20
19
6
2
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4%
27%
26%
8%
3%
7%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
1
0
0
44
8

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
5%
0%
0%
1%
0%
0%
59%
11%

15%

23

32%

18

24%

17

23%

100%

74

100%

74

100%

74

100%

0-30
31-60
61-90
91-120
121-150
151-180
181-210
211-240
241-270
271-300
301-330
331-365
366-730
N. _A. or
Missing
Data

4
37
19
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5%
50%
26%
1%
0%
3%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0
2
14
14

11

Total

74

-15discount offered and billing practices all impact on the effectiveness of the
cash discount in increasing the priority of the cooperative's bill (1 , 2, 6, 7) .
For example, consider a cooperative that bills its customers at the time
of sale and credit tenns are based on the date of sale . The cooperative offers
a 2 percent discount due in 10 days after the sale. Let us vary the number of
days from the sale that the cooperative requires the net due from a range of
30 to 90 days. If the producer does not take advantage of the discount, he/she
wil l have to pay a higher price. Th i s higher price can be perceived as being
an interest charge on the number of days between the last day of the discount
period and the net due date (see Table 5).
If a cash discount is to be effective, the cooperative must design credit
tenns that encourage producers to pay. In the example, we see that credit tenns,
that provide producers a large number of days between the last date of the
discount and net due date, provide the producer little incentive to pay early .
If producers are paying 15 percent interest rates on borrowed capita 1 , they
have little incentive to pay the cooperative when the number of days exceeds
50. Cooperatives should conmunicate to their members the implications of
using the cash discount.
A majority of the cooperatives did use cash discounts, but not all these
cooperatives used percentage discounts. A number of the cooperatives used
absolute cash discounts like 1 cent per gallon of gas discount. Others used a
combinati.on of both, depending upon the margins in the product being marketed .
The establishment of a cash discount must take in consideration the competi t ion,
but also be designed to insure the cash discount relates to the specific goal s
of the cooperative. The most frequently occuring percentage discount was two
percent. Cooperati ves with higher percentage discounts should examine carefu lly
the costs of their discounts and its relationship to their pricing strategies .
By altering the credit tenns, they may be able to achieve their credit objecti ves
at a lower cost (see Table 6).
THE CREDIT TERMS AND BILLINGS .
The method of billing and the tenns of credit must be consistent. If
credit tenns are based on the date of sale, the cooperative must be sure to
promptly bill the member-patron. If the member-patron is going to take advan tage of cash discounts, s/he must receive a proper billing quickly. Again,
the computer can provide assistance in speeding up the billing process .
Cooperatives usually base their credit tenns on three basic types of dates .
The credit tenns can be based on the day of sale, the date when the customer
is billed or a specific day during the month. Credit tenns based on day of
sale, such as the cash discount, will insure the cooperative receives payment
as quickly as possible. There is no advantage for patron to postpone a
purchase so that s/he will be billed the next month. With credit tenns based
on the monthly billing or a specific date during the month, the producer has
an opportunity to plan for and expect the bill. The due date for the credit
is well known. This is not the case with credit tenns based on date of sale ,
plus there may be additional costs in the billing of customers.
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Table 5:

Annual Interest Rate Charged to the Producer for Not Taking
Advantage of Cash Discount When the Net Due Date Ranges
Between 30 Days and 90 Days
Number of Days Before Net Balance Is Due

Credit
Variable

30 Days

60 Days

90 Days

1.

Principal

$1,000

$1,000

$1,000

2.

Cash Discount Percentage

* .02

* .02

* . 02

3.

Interest Charge for Not
Using the Cash Discount

$

$

$

4.

5.

Difference Between the
Net Due Date and Discount
Days
Annualized Interest
Rate Chargeg 1 if Discount
Not Taken ~

20

20

20

50

36 . 5%

14.6%

a/ The annual interest rate being charged equals the following:
Annual Interest
Rate

=

(Principal* Discount Percentage)* 365 . Days
(Number of Days - Number of Days in) * (PrincipaT}"
Net Due
Discount Period

20

80

9. 1%
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Table 6:

Use of Cash Discounts by Local Cooperatives and the Distribution
of Percentage Cash Discounts for Cooperatives Having Such Discounts

Description
1.

2.

Number of Cooperatives

Percentage of Total

DOES THE COOPERATIVE USE CASH DISCOUNTS?
a.
b.
c.

Yes
No
Missing Data

51
20
3

69%
27%
4%

d.

Total

74

100%

WHAT PERCENTAGE CASH DISCOUNT DID THE COOPERATIVE USE? ~
a. l Percent
b. 2 Percent
c. 3 Percent
d. 4 Percent
e. 5 Percent
f. 6 Percent
g. 7 Percent
h. 8 Percent
i. Missing Data or Did Not Use
Percentage Cash Discount
j. Total

0
18
8
0
8
l
0
2

0%
24%

37
74

48%
100%

11%

0%
11%

1%
0%
3%

a/ A number of the cooperatives were using absolute cash discounts like
1 cent per gallon of gas or they used both percentage and absolute
discounts.
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A majority of the cooperatives are using date of billing or a specific
day of the month. If a cooperative is going to use such a billing system,
prompt billing is important in accounts receivable management. For example,
a cooperative bills monthly on the basis of transactions during the previous
month. Assume one cooperative is able to mail the bill by the 1st and producers
receive the bill the 5th, with a five day discount period and net due on the
15th. Another cooperative is unable to bill until the 10th and their collection
process is slowed up by 10 days. If the second cooperative has to borrow an
additional $100,000 for ten days a month at 15 percent, the additional interest
expense would equal $4,931. Even if the cooperatives would have identical
tenns, prompt billing will result in some member-patrons paying earlier
(see Table 7).
When Do You Send Your Bill Out?
A majority of cooperatives send their bills out on the first of the
month. One of the basic questions you may ask is "Why do we do this on that
particular day?" Are there sound business reasons for billing on that particular date? If your cooperative has a large number of member-patrons with
working spouses, that contribute to the fanning operation, you would like
your bill to be there when the cash flow is favorable for the member-patron.
In the same manner, when do the producers receive their milk checks? Do you
want your bill to arrive after everyone else? Know your customer's cash flow
and the billing practices of competing fi nns, s i nee this will detenni ne who
gets paid first (see Table 8).
Computerized Billing and Computer Use
Sixty-nine percent of the local cooperatives were using on-line computer
service or had a computer on location. Sixteen of the local cooperatives
indicated that they did not have computerized billing and 7 did not respond
to the question of whether they had computerized billing. The survey demonstrated that cooperatives were operating with a broad range of computer hardware. Those cooperatives not having computerized systems should seriously
examine the feasibility of implementing a computer system. Software packages
exist for the explicit purpose of managing accounts receivable on micro-computers.
Do not view computers as a solution, they are only a tool. Poor record
keeping will not be solved by simply purchasing a computer system. Also, a
computer will not collect bi.lls or make sales. The quality of management
and employees is probably more important than ever if a computer is incorporated into tools available.
A computer is like any other major capital asset, its purchase should
be done carefully. Some of the basic infonnation your cooperative should
collect and rules to follow include:
1.
2.
3.

Be sure to have competitive bidding on the computer system.
Does the software deal with the unique features of a cooperative
and the cooperative's product line?
What type of support is available in the operation and
maintenance of the computer system?
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Table 7:

The Type of Date Used in Billing of Customers and the Type of
Billing Process Used by the Cooperative

Description

-.

1.

Number of Cooperatives

Percentage of Total

THE COOPERATIVE'S CREDIT TERMS ARE BASED ON WHICH TYPE OF DATE?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Date of Sale
Date of Bi 11 i ng
Specific Day of the
Month
Missing Data

e.

Total

15
45

20%
60%

10

4

14%
6%

74

100%

2. DID THE COOPERATIVE BILL ON A MONTHLY BASIS?

3.

...

a. Yes
b. No
c. Missing Data

67
2
5

90%
3%
7%

e. Total

74

100%

DID THE COOPERATIVE BILL ON A CONTINUOUS BASIS?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Missing Data
e~

Total

5
63
5

7%
85%
7%

74

100%
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Table 8:

When Cooperatives Mail Out Their Bills for the Month.

Day of the Month
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th
25th
30th
Missing Data or
Not Applicable
Total

Number of Cooperatives
20

Percentage of Total

1
2
1

27%
3%
3%
4%
19%
1%
3%
1%

5

7%

1

1%

7

10%

2
2
3

14

1%
3
6

4%
8%

6

8%

74

100%
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

What is. the availability. of training programs for employees?
What is the cost of software revisions and updates?
What are the names of current users? Be sure to contact and
talk to actual users.
Will the computer system meet the cooperative's future needs ?
What is the financial condition of the software and hardware
supplier , i.e . will they be there in the future?

Among the most important activiti es for co ll ecting i nformation inv_ olves talking
to an auditor, who audits computer accounting systems. Be sure the computerized
accounting system meets the needs of the ~uditor. The board of d ~ rectors and
management have a major interest in insuring the computerized accounting system can be verified for accuracy.
The board of directors has a major role in the management of accounts
receivable. The next section will examine their role in the credit program
and accounts receivable management.
The Role of the Board of Directors in Credit Management
The board of
po l icy and credit
in protecting the
di mension of this
extension.

directors has the essential role of approving the credit
program . The board of di rectors has the fudic i ary role
assets and net worth of the cooperative. An essent i al
is the oversight of management in the area of credit

A board of directors should want to adequately monitor the credi t program. The best source of information is the aging of the accounts receivable .
From the aging of the accounts the board can determine whether the credi t
collections are lagging or whether the credit policy is being enforced.
Eighty-two percent of the boards of directors in the survey did review the
accounts receivable at their monthly meetings (see Table 9).
Management should be able to provide the board of directors an aging of
accounts receivable at the monthly meeting . If management can not provide
a summary of the aging of accounts, questions must be asked about how well
management is monitoring the accounts . Given the current stress in the
agricultural economy, accounts rece i vable must be managed closely.
In What Format Are Accounts Receivable Reported to the Board
A majority of the cooperative boards are receiving detailed information
on overdue accounts, while an almost even split existed between receiving
detailed information on all accounts and a sunmary of accounts. How much
accounts receivable information a board of directors should receive is an area
of contention. The standard arguements include:
A.

The boards of directors have only a limited amount of time during
the meeting and attention should not be addressed at individual
accounts except where the cooperative has to initiate special
actions such as legal action .
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Table 9:

The Method Used by Management to Present the Accounts Receivable
Aging to the Board of Directors at the Monthly Meetings.

Description

Number of
Percentage
Cooperatives of Total

l.

The board of directors receives a sunvnary
of the accounts receivable aqing with no
specifics given on credit accounts. Names
and amounts in specific account are not
supplied the board of directors.

12

16%

2.

The board of directors receives all the
specifics of all the accounts receivable
aging review. Board of directors receive
infonnation on names, amounts due, and
overdue accounts. Employees and all
member-patrons including the board of
directors are reviewed.

26

35%

3.

The board of directors receives an accounts
receivable aging suRJTiary, but specific details
are discussed on the overdue accounts. This
overdue infonnation is supplied on employees
and all member-patrons including the board
of directors.

21

28%

4.

The board of directors receives an accounts
receivable aging sununary, but specific details
are discussed on the overdue accounts.
Employee and board of directors accounts are
not discussed in this manner, only other
member-patrons.

1%

5.

The board of directors receives all the
specifics on only those accounts of individuals
not being on the board of directors or not
being a cooperative employee.

1%

6.

Missing data or not applicable

13

18%
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B.

Management is responsible for implementing the credit policy and credi t
program. The board should concentrate on key indicators to monitor
accounts receivable.

C.

Insuring the confidentiality of member-patron accounts and the
board's objectivity in evaluating specific actions is hampered
by detailed infonnation.

However, some managers like to have board members know which accounts are
overdue. The board is used in this case for infonnation gathering in case
something unusual develops, this implies a passive role not an active role
in collection. This is an issue that must be negotiated between the board
of directors and management. However, the board should concentrate on implementation and monitoring the credit program and the overall exposure of the
cooperative to bad credit risks.
Board Members Should Not Be Involved in Operations
The board of directors should not become involved in the actual collections
of a credit program, that is management's job. Three basic reasons for this
position on credit are the follow ing:
1.

The board of directors acts as a body. The only exception is
when individual members or committees are authorized by the
board to act on its behalf.

2.

Board involvement will hinder the collection process by lessening
the authority of management. In collections, the board members
should not let member-patrons play management and the board of
directors off against each other.

3.

Board members should not be involved with the operational aspects
of the credit programs. The role of the board is to approve and
monitor the credit program.

Twelve cooperatives or sixteen percent of the survey cooperatives had boards
involved in the collection of accounts. This practice has considerable
potential for disrupting a cooperative's credit program and frustrating a
good credit manager in his/her efforts to implement the board's credit policy
and program (see Table 10).
The Board of Directors as Credit Customers
Only 4 percent of the cooperatives did not allow their board of directors
to have credit accounts. Thus, board members have access to credit and should
realize that as a board member they have legal responsibilities to monitor
the credit practices of other board members. As a board member they should
not use their position to receive favorable treatment for their accounts .
A significant number of cooperatives did require their board members
to have credit applications to receive credit. If the cooperative requires
credit applications from its membership, board members have a moral and
possibly legal obligation to abide by the cooperative's credit policy.
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Table 10: The Role of the Board of Directors in Credit Management
Description
1.

61
11

2
74

82%
15%
3%
100%

Yes
No
Missing Data
Total

12
59
3
74

16%
80%
4%
100%

ARE THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEMBERS REQUIRED TO HAVE COMPLETED CREDIT
APPLICATIONS ·TO RECEIVE CREDIT?
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

Yes
No
Missing Data
Total

DOES THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS EVER BECOME lNVOLVED IN THE COLLECTION
OF AN OVERDUE ACCOUNT?
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

Percentage of Total

ARE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE REVIEWED AT THE MONTHLY BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MEETINGS?
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

Number of Cooperatives

Yes
No
Missing Data
Total

23
43
6
74

31%
58%
8%
100%

ARE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEMBERS ALLOWED TO HAVE CREDIT ACCOUNTS
WITH THE COOPERATIVE?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Yes
No
Missing Data
Total

67
3
4
74

90%
4%
6%
100%
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Credit Policies Toward Employees

.,

Cooperatives should have a concise and clear credit policy concerning
employees. Sixty-four percent of the surveyed cooperatives indicated they
had had an employee become overdue on their credit account. Gi ven the fact,
that 8 cooperatives did not allow their employees to have credit accounts,
th i s impl i es a significant proportion of the cooperatives had problems with
overdue employees (see Table 11).
When an employee is hired, the employee should receive training concerning
the credit policy of the cooperative and be infonned of the consequences of
becoming overdue on their account. For example, several cooperatives in the
survey indicated that they fired the employee. Having the employee sign
a fonn indicating s/he understands the credit policy towards employees may
be useful if some legal action is necessary.
Some evidence of a less stringent credit program for employees than
board members was evident . A lower percentage were required to have a credit
application of file and were not subject to the same credit review process
as member-patrons . Employees should be evaluated, since they represent as
much a credit risk as any other credit customer .
Employees must understand that credit management is a high priority in
the cooperative. They are the individuals, who must corTmunicate the credit
tenns to the member-patrons frequently.

-26Table 11:

Credit Policies Concerning Cooperative Enployees.

Description
1.

2.

a.
b.
c.

Yes
No
Missing Data

68

85%

8

11%

3

4%

d.

Total

74

100%

DO EMPLOYEES HAVE TO FILE A CREDIT APPLICATION TO RECEIVE CREDIT
FROM THE COOPERATIVE?

d.

d.

5.

Yes
No
Missing Data or
Not Applicable

13
50

18%
68%

11

15%

Total

74

100%

DOES THE COOPERATIVE HAVE AN ESTABLISHED POLICY FOR COOPERATIVE
EMPLOYEES THAT HAVE OVERDUE CREDIT ACCOUNTS?
a.
b.
c.

4.

Percentage of Total

ARE EMPLOYEES ALLOWED TO HAVE CREDIT ACCOUNTS WITH THE COOPERATIVE?

a.
b.
c.

3.

Number of Cooperatives

Yes
No
Missing Data or
Not Applicable

40
22

54%
30%

12

15%

Total

74

100%

ARE EMPLOYEES SUBJECT TO THE SAME CREDIT REVIEW PROCESS AS
MEMBER-PATRONS:
a.
b.
c.

Yes
No
Missing Data or
Not Applicable

58
6

78%
8%

10

14%

d.

Total

74

100%

DURING THE PAST THREE YEARS HAVE ANY COOPERATIVE EMPLOYEES
BECOME OVERDUE ON THEIR CREDIT ACCOUNTS?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Yes
No
Missing Data or
Not Applicable

47
17

64%
23%

10

13%

Total

74

100%

-.
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APPENDIX I:

SAMPLE CUSTOMER CREDIT POLICY

.'

-29To :
From:
Date:
Topic:

All Member-Patrons
Board of Directors
October 1, 1984
New Credit Policy

Effective Date of Stated Credit Policy:

.
'

November 1, 1984

CREDIT APPLICATIONS:
1. ALL new customers must f i ll out a credit application in advance of any charge sales .
2. Customers who have not done business with the cooperative or a particular dep artmen t
in recent months may be asked to provide current credit infonnation si milar to a
new customer.
3. Any customer whose credit has been denied or restricted must provide current credit
infonnation before a credit allowance will be reinstated .
CREDIT POLICY & FINANCE CHARGE:
4. Our Coop•s Credit Policy is:
All purchases made during the month are due and
payable by the 10th of the following month. Any balance not paid by the 15th of
the followin month shall be sub'ect to finance char es of 1.50 percent per month
18 percent annual , minimum charge of 1.00.
ADMINISTRATION OF CREDIT POLICY
CONVENIENCE CREDIT :
5. We have directed Management to adni n.i ster the Coop 1 s credit po 1i cy as set up in the
by-l aws of Your Cooperative to issue CONVENIENCE CREDIT to worthy pa t rons an d to
refuse credit privileges to any patron whose account is in violation of the Coop 1 s
credi.t pol i cy .
11

CASH DISCOUNTS (10 Days) :
6. A three percent (3%) cash discount will be allowed on all sales of fann suppl ies
and grain if paid within 10 days of date of purchase.
Note I: This only applies if you owe nothing which is older. In other wo rds s
all payments will be applied on the oldest amount on your account .
Note II: This means payments must be in a negotiable fonn and in our hands -no later than 10 days. If you intend to use the mail service, then
it must be postmarked no later than eight days after date purchased.
CASH DISCOUNTS BY lOTH OF MONTH :
7. A two percent (2%) cash discount will apply on all current accounts pa i d in fu ll
by the 10th of the following month (per your monthly statement). Notes I an d II
above apply.
FERTILIZER - AG - CHEMICALS:
8. There may be speci.a 1 dati ngs and discounts on ferti 1i zer and ag chemicals in
season - ask.
EXTENDED TERMS
Extended tenns for credit may be arranged by consulting with management and providing
them with current financial statements and/or issuing proper security agreements as
collateral for your account. An appointment with management should be made by you if
extended tenns are necessary. This must be done in advance of credit needs.
INTERPRETATION OF RUL ES
If there i.s to be a credit policy with any rules to follow, then they must be adhered
to by everyone. We need your cooperation.
We realize that with the state of the fann economy as it is now the availability of ready
cash for each of us is not easy, but, we ask for your cooperation in understanding the pos i tion
of your Cooperative and its need for a steady cash fow to meet its obligations to suppl i er s
providing us with our fann products. If you have any questions or comments, please vis it wi t h
our Management. Any problems we have can be resolved fairly if we communicate.1 We encourage
our members to do their financing at their local bank or Production Credit Ass n. They are i n
a position to do a better job of providing credit services than we can.
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APPENDIX II : SAMPLE CREDIT APPLICATIONS
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YOUR COMPANY
FARMER CREDIT APl"LICA TION

• '

..

N-

D•t• --·-

Add,.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

A .. - -·

· ---- - - ·- -

0 lndiwldu.i , . . _ --- -- - - - - - - 0 P•tnenhtp
0 CMPO••Uon

Soc. Sec. No. or hd. Empl. No.

II P•rl-rthip, n - 8'ICI .... of princip8h

--lh,.---·
-----------account:

0th•• penon9 .,11?.oriaed to char.. purch-

. -- - -

10

L....,lordl1I
Add,.. IL . .dlordl1ll

-----·----------------------·. ..

Acr•Owned

Tot• Acra... - - - - - - - - -·Soyi.- _ __ Citrus

v...1a1ti. _ _

Milo _ _ Rico _ _

OIMr Specify

N1tmbor Md Kind of Li-tock - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

•11.,..,..

Litt
or Ii,.. of credit for whictt ...iicMt
. . . . . . . . . . lif n - . 1talo _ ,

11 llorr-r, co-borrower , .,arantor
Appre•ima• Amount
of LoM or Leno ol Credit

8ank1, uwin .. and loons and other financial
... in.. accouna or cortiticat• of dopo8it.

inetiNt~

hondlin1 -'•cant' a ahoidalf\I ond

L11t oourc• encl -•owod - • ol i n c - other than far,.;n1 I - " •
lnwournana. Rant, •tc.I

s...r-.

Liu 111pplier"1 of m8jor production input• (Sud! • fortiliaor , chotfticah, faed, Med, ate .I

-------------------------..--------------tiwen

Tha informetion g1won hara1n ia trua end 11
10 cau•
Comp.,.y to
rely on it for tho purpoae ol ••landing credit to applicant. I authoriu Iha rafarancn nMnad
hara1n. both financial intlituti- and lrada 1upplian, 10 rala- any financial and cradll
information known to them to
Company w11h tha understanding
th•t it will IN u9ad solely for credit p u r -.
Oitcloaur• of tarma encl condit1- of credit sala1 haw'o i.-t included har-llh .,.d ara
aclln-~.

.J

Signetura
(NOTICE TO READERS:!
Tha euthor r•ommandl met an -licetion form 1im11., to 1h11 alao 1nclud• a crad1t
•1raornont lorm whoch Iha epphcant ••ocutos and ret•1n1 •copy. Thia -vraamant form should
contein Iha -ific tarm1 and c....C;tions of tha da•lar'1 credit but muu maat tha
raquir.,.,_11 ot both Fltdar• and Stela r..,lation1 daal1n1 w11h crad11 d1sclo1urn •nd/or
intatosl rat... Baceuso of Iha many wonanca1 1n crad11 tarm procadura1 whech affect tha
word1n1 1n Iha diacloa1tra 1101...._1, it i1 fah that loc.i c-sol ahould ba otna1ned to d••en
1UCh a form.
It is alao ..com-dad that Iha dilcloa1tra raqu1tad by Stela and Federal r..ul•t•ons
c-rr•nt "'Truth in 81llin1.. be included w11h a credit applicat~ form.

Fann Credit Management Committee. Agribusiness Credit Managers
Handbook. The Fertilizer Institute, Washington, D.C.,
·
June 1977.
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CKElJlT Al'l'LlCATlON
Da t

l'------

N amL·......;.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ARl' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ M arr i c d _ _ _ _ _ __

R. F . D· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D '· P'' n dl' n ts _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
c i t y_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5 tat c _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ __
W if,. 's

I:: mp lo y c d _ _ _ _ E mp I o y c r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Nam'·------------

I

Wi I, . '"

11L· u1111 ·

------------------------Na mL' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A<l
BANK:

FARM

d r l' s s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

OPERATION:

I .
.,

Rl::ASO~

S i z ,· of f .1rm:
Ope rat ion:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cr•lp

------

FOR CREDIT:

--o:iii--Y_.___

Ti I I ;1h ( ,· Ac r , -;

-----

1.

Amount

2.
3.
4.

R,. as on .....- . , , . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - DatL' of Repayment _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ml, thod of Payml! nt _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

110)!,.,

11 .

Rcqu,•sto•<l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

FINANCIAL:
I.

Inc om c :

P l L• as l'

st at l'

n.: t

inc om,.

l9_S
II.

pas t

th rec

( 3)

ye a rs

19_$ - - - - - -

As:>cts:
1.

2.
°j.

. ..
')

11 I.

for

l9_S

Valu.:>

As S t: t
Land
F.quipm.:nt (car)
f.rain
Livrstock & Poultry
0th,, r

Liabil it i,·s:

A.

(nd)

If

insur,•J,

ho"' mu.:h '?

Loans

cr,•ditor
Ba L11H "
DJtc

Due

Monthly Payment
B.

Mortgagcs

Mort~aRor

Bal anL· "
Due
Monthly Payment
Datt'

IV.

Cr,•dit

R.· fert.'nCl'S

Name
Addrc:ss
Amount
Paym.:nt
Signature------------~-------

Downey, Dave, John Marten, and Steve Erickson. Principles for Profit: A Handbook
for ACribusiness. EC-506, Cooperative Extension Service, Purdue University,
West afayette, Indiana, February 1980.
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